WHEN HARRY MET MEGHAN …
I recently had an interview with Holly Willoughby and Phillip Schofield on ITV’s ‘This Morning’ about
the then ‘Baby Sussex’. I wasn’t able to say all that I would have liked, and at that stage we didn’t
know ‘Baby Sussex’s’ name. In my article below I expand on what was said and include analysis of
the name Archie Harrison Mountbatten Windsor.
Please click here to watch the full interview http://www.janealton.com/main/tv/
The above ‘Relationship Chart’ illustrates how ‘together’ Meghan is, with great inner resource. She is
a great ‘self-starter’ not dependant on approval from others and potentially very ‘in the moment’.
She has a great potential to see with clarity exactly what is standing in the way of progress and to
shift it. She can be very creative, especially with words. She is an eloquent, inspirational speaker with
the potential to inspire others to think and act in new ways. She is also extremely generous.
Meghan’s starting point is the fact she can be very practical and organised, her gift is about reevaluating the existing structure, her challenge is the correct use of power and this can manifest in a
struggle to be truly independent and self-confident.
Meghan’s Mission (31/ 13/ 4) is to act as a spiritual warrior, with a relentless determination to speak
for those who have no voice, making something from nothing, never giving up and transforming
things.
In contrast, Harry on this ‘Relationship Chart’ can be seen as being very up and down - his starting
point (like Archie) is the harmonious home and taking responsibility. His gift is his great generosity
and the fact that he truly wants to help humanity. He has the potential to stand back from
situations, to see the bigger picture and his challenge can be the big projects that come from this.
Harry’s Mission (46/ 10/ 1) potentially makes him an independent pioneer and a ‘hands on leader’
working hard and playing hard, to bring joy and happiness to the group.
Harry (like his brother William) is an ‘Old Soul’ which gives them a great breadth of vision and
wisdom to connect with from their past lives. This also means that they are both here very much
here in service.
Central to Harry and Meghan’s engagement and marriage is their potential to inspire others to think
in new ways and to bring about change, taking everyone into new territory.
Central to Archie’s world is his freedom, his challenge is to see things as others do, to encourage cooperative projects and to bounce back and have fun no matter what. Like his father, his starting
point is the harmonious home and they both have a great sense of responsibility towards others.
This great sense of responsibility can act like a springboard for them both, as not wanting to let
anyone down can take them both into blind experience and whole new territory. Like his father,
Archie may be very determined and persistent, potentially bouncing back from setbacks. They may
both also cling to ideas or projects long after the time to let go has past.
Archie’s Mission (23/ 5) can mean that he may have brilliant ideas, but there may also be lots of
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emotion due to self-doubt. The key thing for him may be to find what he loves to do and to stay
focussed on this. Like his mother, Archie may be very creative and love dynamic performing.
All three want to uplift others with their vision and can express great empathy. They can be very
nurturing and supportive towards others. They all want to bring in new ways of doing things and to
help those who have no voice.
Both Harry and Meghan have chosen to use names other than the first names on their Birth
Certificates. In Numerology we never lose the energies generated and represented by the names on
our Birth Certificates, changing our name just adds new dimensions to our birth energies.
Harry has the first name of Henry on his Birth Certificate
Henry (34/ 7) represents ‘Spiritualisation of Spirit’ and can mean that what opens doors for him is
making the spiritual real in very practical and physical ways.
He chooses and has been given the name Harry (34/ 16/ 7) which represents great compassion
learnt through loss and the potential to counsel and help others.
The first letter of both names H (8) represents the ‘aware achiever’ and can emphasise Harry’s flair
for business and the business like way he deals with things.
Meghan has the first name of Rachel on her Birth Certificate
Rachel (29/ 11/ 2) represents ‘Birth of Light’ and can mean that what opens doors for her is seeing
herself as a channel with the potential to inspire others to think in new ways, this can also bring a
fear of failure and rejection, as she may exude a confidence she does not feel inside.
The first letter R (9) represents the selfless humanitarian and may mean that she can be a very
idealistic.
She has chosen to use the name Meghan (30/ 12/ 3) which represents uplifting others with her
vision and communicating profound truths in light hearted fun way, as well as seeing things as
others do. The first letter M (4) can encourage her to be more practical and grounded.
(30/ 3 is also Harry’s Expression No. from birth, which represents how the world sees him).
Both are creative and have great breadth of vision, both are extremely generous and want to
transform things. They both have a great head for business and can be very tough, realistic and
pragmatic.
With the arrival of Archie both may have to look at their feelings and this may be difficult: Meghan as a complete ‘self-starter’ may prefer to just get on with things ’no time for sentiment’,
whilst Harry likes to focus on helping others, but does ‘want to get to the bottom of things’ so he can
help others more.
With the name they have chosen for their son, Archie like his parents may want to inspire everyone
by doing things in new ways. He may also share their great sense of responsibility towards others
and may be very generous. The first letter of his name A (1) may encourage a dynamic leader,
ambitious, adventurous and progressive. Strong willed with strong opinions.
With their son in their world there is the potential for a harmonious home where all can be creative
and find freedom to do things in own way, and this can mean also expressing emotion that may have
been repressed.
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THE DIANA CONNECTION
Diana’s Mission (25/ 16/ 7) was to find the treasure within and to learn from life to stay grounded
and focussed, counselling and helping others in amongst great transience and change.
Her son Harry (his name has the vibration 34/ 16/ 7) may potentially also share her great
compassion and ability to help others.
The name Diana has the vibration 20/ 11/ 2 this can mean that what opened doors for her was
seeing herself as a channel, with the potential to inspire others to think in new ways, whilst also
exuding a confidence and charisma she did not feel inside. Diana was also a peacemaker, but all the
time she did not feel peace inside, she may have felt in the middle of a conflict zone.
The first letter D (4) represents a steady builder and hard worker, thorough and practical.
Meghan has the first name of Rachel on her Birth Certificate.
Rachel (29/ 11/ 2) represents ‘Birth of Light’ and can mean that what opens doors for her is seeing
herself as a channel with the potential to inspire others to think in new ways, this can also bring a
fear of failure and rejection as she may exude a confidence she does not feel inside.
She has chosen to use the name Meghan, the first letter M (4) can encourage her to be more
practical and grounded.
Diana also had 47/ 20/ 11/ 2 as a personal struggle, this represents the ‘magician stuck in the mud’
and someone with illusions shattered, who has to ‘get real’ after marriage. This number becomes
38/ 20/ 11/ 2 which represents a breakthrough of some kind.
From Birth Meghan’s ‘Overall Self Expression’ (83/ 20/ 11/ 2) and ‘Personality No.’ (65/ 11/ 2)
represent someone very creative who can see exactly what needs to shift.
From Birth Diana’s ‘Overall Self Expression’ (85/ 22/ 13/ 4) and ‘Personality No.’ (58/ 13/ 4) give her
the potential to inspire others by overcoming obstacles and for big projects to result.
When she was given the name Di (13/ 4) this energy represented someone beset by obstacles, but
still with great potential to make something from nothing and to transform things.
Meghan’s mission is 31/ 13/ 4, this gives her a relentless determination and great potential to make
something from nothing and to transform things.
Like Meghan Diana was also a generator. There is the potential here for Meghan to help Harry
complete what Diana started, this is illustrated in the above Relationship Chart.

HARRY & MEGHAN’S CONNECTION WITH HOLLY & PHILLIP
Harry’s Mission (46/ 10/ 1) represents the independent pioneer and hands on servant, who works
hard and plays hard, to bring joy and happiness to the group.
This same vibration (46/ 10/ 1) represents Phillip Schofield’s Motivation and Personal Intent.
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Holly shares the same Mission as Meghan (31/ 13/ 4), to act as a spiritual warrior, speaking for those
who have no voice, making something from nothing, never giving up and transforming things.
Holly expresses this same mission in a very different way to Meghan, as Holly relies very much more
on the support of others, focussing on her great generosity and wisdom from feelings and emotions.
Holly, Phillip, Harry and his brother William are also all ‘Old Souls’ – so all here in service and with
great breadth of vision.
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